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SUMMARY
Manipulating large and heavy objects is a crucial task in various robotic applications
such as agriculture, search and rescue, service, and manufacturing. While modern manip-
ulators have advanced considerably, they are limited by their net load capacity. This places
a fundamental limit on the weight of loads that a single manipulator can move. For a case
where a large load exceeds the capacity of a single manipulator, there are two potential so-
lutions. First, the manipulator can be replaced with a larger one to increase the maximum
payload. This can be time-consuming and expensive. Alternatively, two manipulators can
be used collaboratively to share the load. This enables use of existing manipulators.
Cooperative manipulation with two arms has the potential to increase the net load ca-
pacity of the system. However, it is critical that proper load sharing takes place between
the two arms. If this is not maintained, the load limits of one of the arms can be exceeded
and lead to catastrophic failure. Ensuring load sharing can be a challenging controls and
coordination problem. In this work, a method that utilizes mechanical intelligence in the
form of a whiffletree is outlined.
A whiffletree is a mechanical device that allows distribution of load through the use
of pivot points and linkages. Whiffletrees are used in a range of applications including
bionic limbs, under-actuated fingers, horse-harnesses on carriages, and wind turbine tests.
Typically, a whiffletree consists of a bar pivoted at or near the center, with force applied
from one direction to the pivot and from the other direction to the tips. The points on the
linkage act as pivot points, allowing positional displacements for any attached loads.
This method is used to design, fabricate, and assemble the dual-arm whiffletree gripper
system that enables load sharing amongst two manipulators. The mechanical properties
of the whiffletree allows load distribution without any force sensory feedback and enables
robustness to positional displacements. As a result, the system is able to integrate a sim-
plified, position-control based strategy. To allow ease of integration to existing robotic
x
systems, the overall design of this work is easily attachable/detachable with various types
of customizable grippers using pneumatic tool changers.
Physical experiments were conducted to illustrate the enhanced load capacity of a
robotic system using the dual-arm whiffletree gripper. Specifically, two UR5 manipulators,
each with 5kg maximum payload, are utilized to re-position a 7kg load. This load would
exceed the capacity of a single arm, and the experimental results show that the forces on




1.1 Challenges of Manipulating Heavy Objects
Figure 1.1: Dual-arm whiffletree gripper distributing the load evenly during a 7kg lift for
two UR5 manipulators. The maximum payload for each manipulator is 5kg. 1) Manipula-
tor 1, 2) Manipulator 2, 3) Dual-arm whiffletree gripper, 4) 7kg wooden box.
Manipulation of large and heavy objects is important for numerous robotic applica-
tion domains such as agriculture, manufacturing, search and rescue, and service robotics
[1]. While modern manipulators have advanced considerably, they are still limited by the
force and torque capacity of their actuators. For a case in which a large load exceeds the
capacity of a single manipulator, there are two potential solutions. First, the manipulator
can be replaced with a larger one. This can be time-consuming and expensive. Alterna-
tively, two manipulators can work together to share the load. This enables use of existing
manipulators.
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Previous studies have highlighted how two manipulators working together can be used
to handle flexible objects, share bulky or unwieldy payloads, or perform complex manip-
ulation behaviors [2, 3]. However, increasing payload through sharing creates different
challenges. The fundamental challenge when lifting excessive loads is load distribution.
If a single manipulator carries the majority portion of the load, the robot will fail as a
result of exceeding the payload capacity. Furthermore, if this problem is not addressed
carefully, highly undesirable consequences may result, such as reduced life span of robot
components, damaged parts, or task failure.
This work presents a new approach to dual-arm cooperative manipulation. The core
contributions of this work are: 1) designing a whiffletree gripper intended specifically for
autonomous robot manipulators, 2) describing how position-based control can be used in
concert with the whiffletree mechanism for cooperative manipulation, 3) experimentally
illustrating how load balancing can be achieved with a simplified control strategy that does
not sense forces or attempt to balance them. To date, this work is the first to use the
whiffletree mechanism to enable autonomous and adaptable load sharing between two robot
manipulators.
1.2 Various Approaches to Cooperative Manipulation
Three different broad coordination strategies exist in the literature. The first method is the
master-slave control scheme [4, 5]. In this control strategy, the master arm is instructed to
follow a trajectory using position control, and the other is subject to compliant force con-
trol in order to maintain a kinematic constraint. The master-slave control strategy simpli-
fies implementation by allowing each manipulator to have its own independent controller.
However, this method does not attempt to distribute the load between the two arms. Recent
studies that do consider the load distribution heavily rely on force sensors installed on the
wrist of the manipulator [6, 7].
The second control strategy utilizes a centralized control architecture. In this method,
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the manipulators and the grasped payload are considered a closed kinematic chain, based
on a unified robot and payload dynamic model [8, 9]. Many studies determine the position
and force constraints between the arms to implement force control [10–12]. Other studies
show that the centralized control provides better coordination than the master-slave control
scheme [13]. However, the implementation of a centralized controller can suffer from high
computational load and a complicated architecture [14]. While computing and communi-
cation have been made easier with the advances in computing, the need to collect data from
both robots creates failure modes and potential performance bottlenecks. Furthermore, cer-
tain centralized control methods require force sensors on the end-effectors, or actuators that
can be force controlled in order to be implemented [15, 16].
The third control strategy is the decentralized control scheme. This involves control-
ling each manipulator with its own local controller with its own coordinate system [17,
18]. In comparison to the master-slave control scheme, there is no communication delay
between the arms [14]. Compared to the centralized control scheme, the decentralized con-
trol scheme is much easier to implement. However, each manipulator must have a robust
force feedback controller in order to maintain proper load distribution between manipula-
tors [19]. As a result, this control scheme relies heavily on force-torque sensors or actuators
that can be force controlled to control the interactions between the robots.
While effective, the aforementioned strategies suffer from some key drawbacks. Master-
slave strategies rely on an effective compliance control strategy, which requires excellent
sensing and actuation properties. Centralized control relies on effective communication.
Decentralized control requires effective sensing and force control. In addition, indepen-
dent controllers can cause excessive internal forces and unwanted oscillations. One of the
most simple and effective solutions is to exploit mechanical properties such as structural
flexibility. Compliant grippers with springs [20, 21], rubber tip installed fingers [22], and a
pendulum-based gripper [23] are all examples that allow simplified control schemes.
The problem of load sharing has also been studied in the application of cranes. Nu-
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merous patents use frames and mechanisms for adjustable load sharing amongst multiple
cranes [24, 25]. These solutions use hoisting yokes or beams with cables to distribute the
load uniformly over the points of suspension [26, 27].
1.3 Paper Structure
This work explores mechanically intelligent methods that can simplify coordination, sens-
ing, and control. Specifically, a whiffletree is used to enable dual-robot manipulation with
intrinsic load sharing capacity. This means that the load does not need to be balanced
through sophisticated sensing and control. Instead, the mechanical system itself ensures
that the loads on the two arms are balanced even when they move with different velocities.
First, a set of functional requirements is outlined for this mechanically intelligent method.
Then, the key components of the dual-arm whiffletree gripper design are illustrated and a
functional mechanical prototype is presented. A position-based control strategy that can
be used in concert with the whiffletree mechanism is described. This control strategy can
be achieved without any force-feedback or sensors. Finally, results of the physical exper-
iments are presented to illustrate the enhanced load capacity of an existing robotic system
as shown in Figure 1.1. Specifically, two UR5 manipulators re-position a 7kg load. This
load would exceed the capacity of a single arm, and the results show that the forces on each





This section describes the functional requirements for a system which enables two manip-
ulators to carry loads beyond each manipulator’s provided payload capacity. For the scope
of this work, the focus is on 6 degree of freedom (DOF) industrial manipulators. However,
these requirements are highly applicable to a broad range of manipulators. Specifically,
the emphasis is on mechanical designs that enable position-based control, bearing of large
loads, easy installation, and easy customization.
1. Distribution of load: The primary aim of the mechanical device is to make sure
the load is distributed during cooperative manipulation. If the load is not properly
distributed, the load limits of one of the arms can be exceeded and lead to catastrophic
failure.
2. Simplified control scheme: The mechanical device should allow distribution of the
load without any sensory or control feedback. The exclusion of sensors and compli-
cated control schemes greatly simplifies the coordination between two manipulators.
3. Autonomous Installation: The robot arms should be able to autonomously attach
and detach from the mechanical device when needed. This prevents disruption to
autonomous capabilities. To achieve this, the mechanical device should be capable
of controllable attachment/detachment with low forces, and rapid turnaround.
4. Robustness to heavy loads: The mechanical device must be able to withstand the
loads without any damage, flexing, or failure.
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5. Easy Customization: The mechanical device should readily integrate to a range of
robotic systems. This means that the mechanical device should be applicable to
different types of manipulators, with various grasping methods.
A review of existing literature did not provide any readily available solution that met all
of the listed functional requirements. Therefore, the approach adopted in this work presents
a whiffletree mechanism that is specifically tailored for customized dual-arm manipulation.
This system is described in detail in the following sections.
2.2 Dual-Arm Whiffletree Gripper Design
Figure 2.1: Annotated design of the dual-arm whiffletree gripper: 1) Tool changer, 2) 3
DOF passive joint, 3) I-beam linkage, 4) central pivot joint, 5) four pneumatic suction cups.
This section describes the overall design of the dual-arm whiffletree gripper, shown
in Figure 2.1. The design utilizes a whiffletree mechanism to distribute the load amongst
two manipulators. The gripper consists of two passive joints, a central pivot joint, and a
linkage. The two passive joints are located at each tip of the linkage; each linked to a
single manipulator. The central pivot point is located near the center of the linkage and is
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extended to be a grasping device for the load. For this work, pneumatic suction cups were
chosen to grasp heavy loads in an industrial setting. The linkage, which connects the two
manipulators and the load, is designed to be an I-beam to maximize stiffness. Tool changers
are attached to the ends of each passive joint to enable rapid, autonomous installations.
2.3 Whiffletree Mechanism
A whiffletree mechanism is a common load distributing mechanism used in various appli-
cations such as bionic limbs, under-actuated fingers, and wind turbine tests [28–30]. This
mechanism consists of a bar pivoted at or near the center, with force applied from one di-
rection to the pivot and from the other direction to the tips. The points on the linkage act as
pivots allowing positional displacements for any attached loads.
Whiffletrees are typically used to allow even load distributions. For cases where uneven
load distribution is preferred, the central pivot point can be relocated. Even load distribu-
tions are desired when two identical manipulators are used to lift a heavy load. Since
many manipulators move relatively slowly, forces due to gravity often dominate. There-
fore, this work is mainly interested in using the whiffletree to balance the forces in the
earth-fixed (global) Z-axis. This enhances the Z-axis load capacity of the overall system.
These benefits are restricted to the configurations where the whiffletree z-axis aligns with
the earth-fixed Z-axis. For instance, Figure 2.2(a) shows a case where two identical UR5
manipulators, each with maximum payload of 5kg, are used to lift a load. The central pivot
point is placed equidistant from each other to allow equal distribution. For a given case
where there are two different manipulators, a UR5 and a UR10, each with 5kg and 10kg
maximum payloads respectively, the load must be distributed differently. The UR10 would
need to carry a heavier portion of the weight due to its higher payload capacity. Static
analysis can be done to calculate the placement of the central pivot point for any given sce-
nario. Figure 2.2(b) and 2.3(b) show the load calculations through a static beam analysis.
As long as the maximum payload of the manipulator is known, the location of the central
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pivot point can be calculated for the correct load distribution. For the case with UR10 and
a UR5, the UR10 must carry twice as much as the UR5. As shown in Figure 2.3(a), the
central pivot point is one-third distant from UR10 and two-thirds distant from the UR5.
(a) Equal Load Distribution. (b) FBD of equal distribution.
Figure 2.2: The central pivot point of the whiffletree system can be changed to distribute
the load in a desirable manner. Figure 2.2(a) shows an equal distribution of the load through
the whiffletree mechanism. The center pivot point is at the center.
(a) 2 to 1 Load Distribution. (b) FBD of 2 to 1 distribution.
Figure 2.3: Uneven load distribution can also be achieved by changing the location of the
central pivot point. Figure 2.3(a) shows a 2 to 1 ratio of the load distribution. The center
pivot point is one-third distance from the left manipulator.
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2.4 Passive Joints for Position Deviations
This work presents a whiffletree design that is optimized for cooperative robot manipula-
tion. Passive joints enable positional displacements during dual-arm manipulation. This
enables the two arms to move independently as as long as the relative distance between
them remains fixed. Note that the relative orientation of the end-effectors can be uncon-
strained for modest angles (the passive joints have limited range of motion). These passive
joints, each with 3 degrees of freedom, act as pivot points for the linkage that connects the
two manipulators.
Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the axes of rotation possible. As Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c)
illustrate, axes x and y provide rotations in the horizontal plane. The vertical rotation is
enabled by the turntable installed at the bottom of the joint and is shown in Figure 2.4(d).
Figure 2.4(e) shows that four slots are installed on the I-beam linkage to enable horizontal
displacements of each end-effector. These slots allow the passive joints to slide along
the linkage with approximately 5mm of margin of error. This provides a small degree of
robustness to deviations from the relative distance constraint.
2.5 Tool Changers for Autonomous Installation
The dual-arm whiffletree gripper design can be utilized in a robotic cell with multiple ma-
nipulators assigned with individual tasks. The whiffletree gripper can be installed to two
individual manipulators when it is necessary to handle heavy loads that exceed the payload
of a single arm. The whiffletree can then be removed when the dual-arm task is completed.
The mechanical device should be easily attachable and easily detachable when desired to
allow ease of transition between cooperative manipulation and individual manipulation.
Tool changers are an excellent solution for manipulators to swap out grasping devices
without human interference. For the dual-arm whiffletree gripper design, two ATI QC-11
Tool Changers were integrated into the two ends of the whiffletree. This enables an au-
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tonomous quick-change locking mechanism. The tool changer consists of a master plate
which interfaces with the manipulator and a tool plate which is installed on the whiffletree.
The usage of this device is illustrated in the accompanying video [31]. The two plates
can be joined with a locking force of up to 1100N . Individually, the suggested payload
limit of each pair is approximately 16kg. The tool changer device also features pneumatic
air lines and electric modules that allow the utilization of different types of grippers. The
tool changer activation is controlled using an electronically toggled pneumatic valve on the
master plate. Once the whiffletree is detached, other tools can be utilized by the manipula-
tors.
2.6 Customizable Grasping Tools
The grasping tool of the whiffletree gripper can be customized for specific applications.
However, due to the nature of the whiffletree mechanism, the grasping tool must be a device
that can grasp the object perpendicular to the vertical surface. Three different designs have
been illustrated in this section. Figure 2.6 illustrates the pneumatic gripper design that
is used for this work. Pneumatic grippers are reliable and commonly used in industrial
settings to lift heavy loads. Figure 2.7 shows the electromagnetic gripper design that can
be used to lift heavy ferrous materials. Figure 2.8 depicts the more common, parallel-jaw
gripper installed on the center joint of the whiffletree gripper design. The electric module
that is provided by the tool changers can allow the manipulators to make use of different
types of grippers.
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(a) Passive joint. (b) Rotation about x.
(c) Rotation about y. (d) Rotation about z.
(e) Slider Mechanism.
Figure 2.4: Passive joint has 3 DOF (Figure 2.4(a)). Each degree of freedom adds an
additional rotation about each principal axis (x, y, and z). Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c) show
that the rotations about axes x and y are enabled by rotary shafts with up to 100 degrees of
rotation. Figure 2.4(d) illustrates that full vertical rotation is enabled by the turntable. Slots
on the I-beam linkage allow horizontal displacements from any oscillatory behavior of the
manipulators (Figure 2.4(e)).
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(a) Master plate (left) and tool plate (right).
(b) Tool changers joined.
Figure 2.5: Tool changers can be implemented to allow ease of transition between differ-
ent tasks. The master plate (left) and the tool plate (right) can be interfaced to join the
manipulator and the gripper.
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Figure 2.6: The grasping tool can be customized for desired application. For this work,
pneumatic suction cups were chosen for an industrial application setting.
Figure 2.7: The electromagnetic gripper design can be used to lift various ferrous materi-
als.
13
Figure 2.8: The Robotiq 2-finger parallel gripper can be installed on the center joint and
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Figure 3.1: Representation of processes that occur at each time instance of control and path
planning. No inverse kinematics operation is required for trajectory planning and motion.
The use of a whiffletree creates unique control challenges for the two arms. The whif-
fletree eliminates the need for load-balancing through control. Instead, the whiffletree
physically couples the two manipulators and imposes a distance constraint on the two end-
effectors. This mechanical restriction creates a need for a trajectory planner and controller
that can handle 12 actuated joints with constraints in real time. To meet these requirements,
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this work utilized a custom algorithm that combines a modified Artificial Potential Field
(APF) trajectory planner with a Jacobian Transpose controller. The overall control strategy
is outlined below:
1. A set of end-effector goal positions is defined in Cartesian space as a trajectory for
the 12 DOF system.
2. A series of attractive forces is obtained by the APF method [32], using the set of
desired goal positions.
3. The series of attractive forces are translated to a Jacobian Transpose controller to
estimate the resulting joint accelerations of the system.
4. The joint accelerations are then numerically integrated to determine the desired joint
velocities for the next time interval.
5. The resulting robot motion and the forward kinematics of the 12 DOF system are
simultaneously tracked.
The APF method is designed as a series of forces that attract towards goal positions and
repel against obstacles [33]. Without considering obstacles, the APF method is guaranteed
to converge to a region around the goal in finite time [34]. The APF method defines con-
straints imposed by physical limitations and models them as goal forces with high penalties
for deviation. For this work, the relative distance between the end-effectors is prioritized
over the absolute position of the end-effectors in Cartesian space in order to successfully
utilize the whiffletree gripper. These attractive forces applied to the end-effector can be
translated to a Jacobian Transpose controller to estimate the resulting joint accelerations on
the system. Numerical integration can then determine the desired joint velocities at the next
time interval based on the control frequency of the system. By tracking the resulting robot
motion and forward-kinematics, this information can be fed into the next control cycle for
trajectory motion towards the desired goal. The control strategy is outlined in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: A single Cartesian coordinate frame was defined to plan the path of the two
manipulators. The two end-effectors were prioritized to stay a fixed relative distance from
each other using attractive forces (Fatt1). Multiple desired goal positions were set in se-
quence in order to plan the path and attractive forces (Fatt2, Fatt3, ...) were used follow the
desired trajectory.
The primary benefit of this algorithm is discarding the need for any inverse calculations.
Typically, both path-planning and control algorithms for robotic manipulators require an
inverse computation, since the goal states and obstacles are in Cartesian space and the con-
troller is in joint space. Occasionally, systems will have well-defined inverse kinematics,
which allow for a direct computation. However, for complex systems (such as for a 12
DOF dual-arm set up), inverse kinematics cannot be found directly and must therefore be
solved numerically. However, since the APF approach does not require an inverse calcu-
lation, the computations can be performed in real time with a desktop PC. Therefore, the
trajectory planner and controller can be wrapped together for each time instance instead of
being separated.
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The pseudo-inverse method is the most popular method for path planning with kine-
matically redundant systems [35]. This method, however, requires the calculation of the
system’s Jacobian as well as its pseudo-inverse. Furthermore, this method may have an
algorithmic singularity. This creates computational complexity and failure to move to-
wards the desired position. As a remedy, the Jacobian Transpose method was used due to
its simple computation and numerically robust characteristics [36]. This method removes
the problematic Jacobian inversion mentioned above. In addition, the Jacobian Transpose
controller can relate an error state to joint accelerations [37]. Note the use of joint acceler-
ations rather than the more commonly used joint velocities. The stability of this approach
is proven in [37]. The form of the relationship is shown in Equation 3.1 with γ as a positive
constant chosen for stability. For the equations in this section, ~x is described as the gener-
alized 6 vector coordinate representing position and orientation in Cartesian space, and ~xd
is a desired pose.
~̈θ = γJT (~xd − ~x) (3.1)
The APF method can have convergence issues when the environment has many obsta-
cles. However, since obstacles are not considered, the typical problems of convergence for
APF methods are no longer an issue. With only goal states considered, the gradient of the
potential field (dΨ
d~x
) is shown in Eq. 3.2 with k as a proportional gain of the function. To
plan a motion, multiple goal states are considered, where constraints are evaluated as rigid




= −k(~xd − ~x) (3.2)
With the joint acceleration term from Eq. 3.1, the control law can be adapted to operate
with the APF forces shown in Eq. 3.2. This work will mirror the efforts shown in [38], but
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with the control input now in the joint domain. The result of these control laws is combined
into the expression shown in Eq. 3.3, where kv is a positive damping constant and β is the
combined gain.




The equations so far have demonstrated how the joint trajectory for a single arm can be
calculated and executed. However, for this dual-arm manipulation task, both arms must be
controlled simultaneously while maintaining a fixed distance between end-effectors. This
is equivalent of having two desired locations for each manipulator. First, the arms must
maintain a nominal distance between the end-effectors (within a known tolerance), and
second, the arms must eventually bring the end-effectors to a desired location. The first
of these desired locations is a transient relation between the arms which ensures that the
whiffletree can be held by the system. This first error value is also more important than
the final desired location, as the constraint in the relationship between the end-effectors
must be maintained. This is achieved by having two separate attractive forces per arm that
ensure the two end-effectors stay at an allowable distance to one another while converging
to a desired location. For example, if one of the goal states in Cartesian space did not meet
the desired distance between the end-effectors, the system would never be able to converge.
These goal states can be accounted for by summing the desired positions in Eq. 3.2. The
resulting system of equations is shown in Eq. 3.4. In these equations, the subscripts of 1
and 2 represent the first and second arm spaces respectively.
~̈θ1 = −kv1~̇θ1 + β1JT1
dΨ1
d ~x1




This APF method is a computationally efficient approach for the kinematic control of
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complex high-DOF systems. It enables tailored potential fields for the various kinematic
constraints, and does not require a trajectory to be explicitly defined. These properties are
desirable, but the APF method does not explicitly balance the vertical loads. The whiffletree
takes care of load balancing. This makes APF control and whiffletree-based load balancing
an ideal combination.
It is important to note that these terms are linear. Additional constraints per arm would
complicate the calculation, but this approach is less complicated than having to perform
any inverse calculations. These traits of the APF and Jacobian transpose method make this





Figure 4.1: Annotated view of the fully designed and machined prototype of the dual-arm
whiffletree gripper: 1) passive joint, 2) Robotiq Force-Torque Sensor, 3) Master Plate, 4)
Tool Plate, 5) I-beam linkage, 6) center joint, 7) pneumatic grippers.
A physical prototype was designed, fabricated, and assembled. The two passive joints
were machined out of 6061 aluminum and installed with carbon steel rotary shafts. The
base of the turntable was designed and machined out of delrin and was lubricated with
grease for smooth rotational motions. The I-beam linkage was machined with 6063 alu-
minum to approximately 13 inches in length. Slots and through-holes were machined to
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allow the installation of passive joints and center joints. The center joint was also machined
with 6061 aluminum and carbon steel rotary shafts. Piab VGS2010 vacuum gripper sys-
tems and four BX52P suction cups were installed on the center joint with 5/32 inch tubes.
The vacuum lines were linked to a single manifold for source of air. The connections were
made with push-to-connect tube fittings. The vacuum lines can be customized to link to ei-
ther of the robots or both for source of air. A photo of the prototype is shown in Figure 4.1.
The total mass of the entire whiffletree assembly was approximately 1kg. When including
the tool changers (master and tool plate), the total mass of the mechanical system is 2kg.
The suction cups are each capable of holding 75N of force. The metal components
can handle ∼ 100N of payload force. Each tool changer can bear 155N of force. The
structural elements can handle ∼ 500N of load. Therefore, the payload of the system is
limited by the suction cups. The prototype system can hold a payload of ∼ 300N . This can
be easily expanded by including more suction cups. This means this system can be easily
incorporated into a range of industrial manipulators.
4.2 Experiments
Physical experiments were performed by using the dual-arm whiffletree gripper prototype
in tandem with two Universal Robots UR5 manipulators. Each UR5 is capable of carrying
5kg payloads. The force limit is based on this rating. Since the arm trajectories keep the
end effector in a constant orientation, their z-axes aligns with the earth-fixed Z-axis. The
whiffletree mechanism is designed to balance loads in the whiffletree’s z-axis. By keeping
the end effectors flat, the whiffletree can be used to balance gravitational forces. During the
experiment, the orientations of each end-effectors were set such that the z-axes align with
the earth-fixed Z-axis. The experiments are illustrated in the following figures and in the
accompanying video [31]. The manipulators were mounted on a steel table approximately
1.3m apart from each other. The robotic system is controlled using a standard PC with a
Linux system and Robot Operating System (ROS).
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To quantify the performance of the whiffletree gripper, the robotic system was equipped
with two Robotiq FT300 Force-Torque sensors with a force range of ±300N and torque
range of ±30Nm. Each force torque sensor has a mass of 300g, and the fastest communi-
cation rate is 100Hz. These sensors were only used for measurement and validation, not
for control.
In the experiment, the overall task is to transfer a 7kg box from the table to an adjacent
cart. The distance that is needed to travel from the table to the cart is approximately 0.8m.
The UR5 arms are incapable of lifting the box independently and therefore must cooperate.
The dual-arm manipulation process consists of three core steps:
1. In the first phase, the two UR5 manipulators approach the tool stand to install the tool
changers. After installation, the manipulators approach the box and start recording
force data.
2. In the second phase, the two manipulators grasp the wooden box using the pneumatic
suction cups. The manipulators then lift the box and cooperatively carry it to the cart.
3. In the third phase, the suction cups are released and the box is placed on the cart. The
manipulators then each return to their home positions.
This work uses the previously described control method to plan the trajectory with
specific Cartesian positions. Concurrently, the end-effectors maintain a fixed distance apart
from each other using the attractive forces from APF Theory. The experiment setup is
shown in Figure 4.2. The dual arm manipulation task took 45s to complete. The complete
experiment took 70s to finish.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup using two 6 DOF UR5 manipulators. The manipulators
were setup 1.3m apart from each other to lift and carry a 7kg load.
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Figure 4.3: Phase 1: The two UR5 manipulators approach the tool stand on the steel
table to install the tool changers. The locking mechanism of the tool changers is triggered
electronically via relay shield.
Figure 4.4: Phase 2: The two UR5 manipulators approach the wooden crate to grasp using
the dual-arm whiffletree gripper. The plot shown on the top right indicates the force exerted
on the two end-effectors in the z-direction.
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Figure 4.5: Phase 2: The pneumatic suction cups are used to grasp the wooden crate and
are triggered using pneumatic valves. The graph shows the force dropping initially when
the suction cups are pressed down using the pneumatic suction cups.
Figure 4.6: Phase 2: The two UR5 manipulators carry the box to the nearby cart. The
graph shows a relatively even distribution of forces.
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Figure 4.7: Phase 3: The box is released on the cart.




Forces and positions from the two UR5 arms were recorded and illustrate the performance
of the dual-arm manipulation strategy. The most critical consideration is ensuring that
neither arm exceeded its payload limit. With the force/torque sensors attached, the z-axis
load limit of each arm is estimated as 46.1N (due to the presence of the load cell). With
a payload of 7kg (68.7N ), uneven load distribution can easily exceed this amount. The
end-effector forces in the z-direction on each manipulator is shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2. At
the 17s mark, the manipulators grasp the box using the pneumatic suction cups. Around
the 35s mark, the force drops as the box is placed on the desired location. This data during
the lifting phase illustrates two key results. First, the force in the z-direction stays below
the payload limit. Second, the force on each manipulator in the z-direction is very similar
throughout the dual-arm lifting portion of the experiment. The measured z-force is ∼ 32N
for each manipulator. This is roughly half of the total payload.
The x and y force limits of manipulators are less restrictive for the given manipulator
system. Nonetheless, the x and y forces are shown in Fig. 5.3. These results illustrate
that the x forces are relatively low. The y-axis forces are larger due to the rigid constraint
between the two arms. However, the magnitudes are very close. This is due to the motions
of the two robot arms (slow and in sync). This illustrates that effective load balancing is
taking place in all directions.
The control strategy implemented in this work uses feedback from the end-effector and
joint positions. The manipulator trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. These show the
spatial trajectories executed by each of the end effectors.
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Figure 5.1: The force applied to the end-effectors in the z-direction when carrying a 7kg
load. The forces are distributed evenly across the two manipulators.
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Figure 5.2: Force measurements of the two manipulators during the dual-arm manipulation
task. The 17s mark indicate the grasping of the wooden box using pneumatic suction cups.
The 35s mark indicate the placement of the wooden box on the cart. Note that the sensors
start recording after the installation of tool changers.
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Figure 5.3: The forces applied to the end-effectors in the x and y-direction when carrying
a 7kg load. The forces are distributed evenly across the two manipulators.
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This work presents a new approach for using dual-arm manipulation to move loads that
exceed the capacity of a single arm. This work addresses the core challenge of load distri-
bution by utilizing a novel whiffletree mechanism. The system can be easily adapted, uses
tool changers for autonomous installation/removal, and enables the use of position-based
control methods. Furthermore, this work demonstrates the performance of the described
approach with a unique prototype and a full cooperative manipulation task. The experi-
mental results demonstrate how two UR5 manipulators can move a 7kg load that exceeds
the capacity of the individual arms. The results also illustrate that loads can be balanced
with the whiffletree and kept below the failure threshold. The load balancing was achieved
by leveraging the properties of the whiffletree and did not require any force sensing or feed-
back. The whiffletree can also be designed for autonomous customization by incorporating
an adjustable gripper location. This would add weight but would enable the whiffletree to
be used by a diverse set of robots (rather than only two with equal capacity).
The primary limitation with the presented approach is the limited workspace. Since
the end-effectors must maintain a fixed distance from each other, the total workspace is
much smaller than the workspace of an individual manipulator. However, this limitation
exists for any cooperative strategy that relies on manipulating rigid bodies. Therefore,
many existing cooperative manipulation methods suffer from the same drawback. This
methodology holds particular promise for mobile manipulators. Such systems can utilize
their moving base to greatly expand the potential workspace.
Despite this limitation, this work provides new methods and data for cooperative ma-
nipulation. The ability to handle larger payloads without resorting to a larger robot system
is relevant to many applications. The approach described in this work can be utilized by
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robots autonomously, and can enable existing robot cells to increase their payload capacity






The program used to control the tool changers is given below. It was written in the Arduino
environment utilizing an Arduino Uno development board using an 8-bit, AVR, 5V/16MHz
atmega328p microcontroller. On the board, a 5V 4-channel relay shield is installed. Two
channels are used to control each arm’s tool changer, and one channel is used to control the
vacuum gripper. The last channel is left unused. The board setup is shown in Figure A.1.
The different channels on the board is then called using a service node in ROS.
Figure A.1: The setup for the 4-channel relay shield with an Arduino Uno.
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1 /**
2 * This file is a short example of native arduino control over a 4 relay
shield.
3 *
4 * Serial data performance is inconsistent
5 **/
6
7 // Track relay pins and states
8 unsigned char relayPin[4] = {4,5,6,7};
9 bool relay_state[4] = {0};
10
11 // Set pinmodes and serial baud









21 // Listen for commands and toggle individual relays
22 void loop() {
23 while (Serial.available() > 0) {
24 int input = Serial.parseInt();

























Figure B.1: Pneumatics diagram for the vacuum gripper.
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Figure B.2: Numatics Air Particulate Regulator was used to control the pressure of com-
pressed air.
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Figure B.3: Three solenoid valves were connected to the relay shield to control the tool
changers and the vacuum gripper.
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